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CONGRESS GOALS
The main goal is to make general benefit for hand surgery with a strong teaching purpose through
excellent scientific content.
Sub-goals
§ to have many participants
§ to maintain a high level of education
§ to be an event where people are happy to meet
§ make it more interactive (e.g. electronic voting)
§ to be affordable so that even young doctors can participate (e.g. special events, lower banquet fee)
EFSHT: Joint meeting with therapist in every 3 years. Therapists should be invited to cooperate in
between years and they can decide if they would join. Cooperation should be always ruled in an actual
contract.

THE BID
Bidding
Bidding societies should first contact Asszisztencia for advise in preapring the bid. Please do not contact a
Professional Congress Organizer (PCO) directly, because FESSH now uses the FESSH Office as permanent
PCO to manage the congresses, and so services supplied by local PCOs or DMCs will be negotiated by the
FESSH Office and should not be guaranteed at the bid stage.
Site selection criteria
§ A city with good accessibility: a close airport with major European connections
§ Easy access to the venue within the city
§ A range of affordable hotels and dining options
§ Suitable and cost effective congress center
§ Tourism can’t be a pro reason
§ Visibility of financial transactions are important
§ Public safety
§ Compliant venue
Compliance rules to consider when choosing the venue
All promotional, scientific or professional meetings, congresses, conferences, symposia, and other similar
events (including, but not limited to, advisory board meetings, visits to research or manufacturing facilities,
and planning, training or investigator meetings for clinical trials and non-interventional studies) (each, an
“event”) organised or sponsored by or on behalf of a company must be held in an “appropriate” venue that
is conducive to the main purpose of the event and may only offer hospitality when such hospitality is
appropriate and otherwise complies with the provisions of any Applicable Code(s).
Therefore:
§ no holiday resorts
§ no wellness hotels
§ no entertainment centers or casinos
Dates
The meeting will be held over a period of three days, traditionally in the first 3 weeks of June. The congres
dates have to be as far as possible of those of EFORT. The preferred day format is as follows:
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Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Morning

Council Meeting
Exhibition Setup

Scientific Program
Exhibition

Scientific Program
Exhibition

Scientific Program
Exhibition

Afternoon

Council Meeting
Exhibition Setup
Onsite Registration

Scientific Program
Exhibition
Delegates Assembly

Scientific Program
Exhibition

Closing
Breakdown

Evening

Opening Ceremony
Welcome Reception

Presidential Dinner

FESSH PARTY

Meeting Space Requirements
Qty

Function

Style

Capacity

1

Plenary room

theater

1200 seats

3-4

Section rooms

theater

300 seats

4-6

Workshop rooms

theater

80 seats

2-3

Board rooms for FESSH Council, Committee meetings
and FESSH Office

boardroom

10-20 seats
4-5 computer
stands

1

E-poster area

1

Exhibition and catering (coffee, lunch) area

1000 sqm
60 stands

1

Registration and cloakroom area

500 sqm

1

Storage area for exhibitors’ materials.

Hotels and rates
Standard agreements shall be negotiated with several major hotels. "Terms of Sale" (i.e., number of
sleeping room nights, room rate, meeting space, concessions, etc.) are to be negotiated with the hotel.
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Selection process
A pre-selection is made by the Congress Committee.

When
th

July -5 year
th

February -4 year
th

March -4 year

Who

What

Format

Office

Call for Bidding

website
emails

Host Society
Congress
Committee

standardized bidding document
(template is attached)

Deadline for sending in bids
Evaluation of bids, making proposals for ExCom

ExCom

Shortlist of accepted bids

Office

Invitation for presentation

th

April -4 year

Host Society
Annual congress
th
-4 year

Delegates
Assembly

3 minutes film or
10 slides presentation

Bid presentation and Voting
Voting

Congress
Bid

Council

Delegates
Assembly

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
The scientific program is the most important part of a FESSH Congress. The primary objective of the
Scientific Committee is to ensure that a well-balanced, high-quality program is organized and presented
at the congress. This objective should influence every step of its activities, ranging from the Call for
Papers to the selection and review of every paper, and even to assisting in the scheduling of session
rooms and helping with local arrangements for the program.
How to establish the scientific committee?
1. Host society should propose chair of the Scientific Committee and main topics to Congress
Committee.
2. Congress Committee will then decide at least 3 years before.
3. Chairman of the Scientific Committee should be from a different country, but closely supported
by the host society.
What is the role of the Scientific Committee?
The abstract review process is key to developing a strong scientific program. The process includes the
review of papers received through the Call for Papers, and includes the review of solicited and invited
papers. Submissions are to be reviewed by the members of the scientific committee and/or independent
referees who are knowledgeable in the pertinent subject area. The review process is usually a blind one,
which allows for concentration on content, rather than author reputation. Each abstract should be
evaluted by min 2 reviewers.
Abstract submission deadline is 30 November with an option for extension with maximum of 2 more
weeks. Abstract decision should be out latest by January 5-10, final program must be proposed by the
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end of February.
Speaker registration:
Generally all speaker should pay the registration fee till a certain deadline to be included in the final
scientific program, invited speakers and faculty members have to register also. The budget offers a very
limited number of free registration. The congress president, the scientific committee and the finance
committee decide on this after discussion.
General rule: everybody pays first, free entries are reimbursed later.
Authors who have submitted abstracts should be notified whether they have been accepted or declined.
Authors whose papers have been accepted should be given the exact timing, poster instructions and all
other necessary details of the presentations. All materials submitted for review must already have all the
necessary clearances, including governmental, corporate and academic.
Confidentiality
FESSH professional ethics requires that referees treat the contents of papers or abstracts under review
as privileged information not to be disclosed to others before publication. It is expected that no one with
access to a paper under review will make any inappropriate use of the special knowledge which that
access provides.

ABSTRACTS AND PRESENTATIONS
Types of presentations
•
•
•
•

Free papers are received in response to the Call for Papers and are reviewed for acceptance regular presentations (6+2’) or for short presentations (4+1’).
Electronic posters are special non talk presentations.
Invited papers are those specifically requested for presentation of a topic of interest.
Solicited or stimulated papers are those that result from requests by congress organizers to groups or
individuals working in particular areas of interest.

Optimal abstract numbers
Congresses
2013 Antalya
2014 Paris
2015 Milan
2016 Santander

Submitted
free papers
627
866
721
707

Invited
papers
92
154
127
90

Accepted
free papers
469
648
650
707

Accepted
orals
209
325
376
214

Accepted
posters
139
323
274
473

Sessions
55
103
76
61

Parallel
rooms
4
5
6
4

Abstract requirements
• Clearance of Papers: FESSH assumes that material presented at its congresses is properly
available for general dissemination to the audiences these activities are organized to serve. It is the
responsibility of the authors, not FESSH, to determine whether disclosure of their material requires
the prior consent of other parties and, if so, to obtain it. In order to ensure that the authors are aware
of their responsibilities, signed FESSH Copyright Forms must be collected for all papers accepted for
publication.
• Author disclosure of conflict of interests: Declarations of potential conflict of interest of the Faculty
and Speakers must be made publicly available in the program (printed and online)
• Submission of original or already published abstracts
• Presentation of Papers: Organizers of FESSH congresses are expected to provide an appropriate
forum for the oral presentation and discussion of all accepted papers. Organizers should work to
minimize author no-shows by ensuring an author has every opportunity to attend and present. This
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includes making visa information accessible to authors and offering presentation alternatives as the
organizer deems appropriate.
Abstract book
Abstract book will be available in electronic format only, downloadable from the congress website.
Evaluation of presentations:
Real attendance of the actual session (topic/room) will be checked (counting manually per hour or
electronically). Evaluation system for best talk and poster will be established the way that delegates could
vote. A best presentation award will be introduced. Form of award is money and/or free entrance to next
congress. For motivation, voting participants should also win a prize.

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Instructional Course Book
Authors of Instructional Book are fully responsible for the article, not FESSH. Optional format is an EBook. FESSH makes steps to find a publisher partner for the future.
Sales statistics from recent years:
2012 – Antwerp: not included in the registration fee – sold at €80 – 223 copies sold in total
2013 – Antalya: not included in the registration fee – sold at €80 – no info on copies sold in total
2014 – Paris: included in the registration fee
CME accreditation and deadlines
Accreditation process for FESSH Congresses is managed by FESSH Office in early February.
Recommended time for submission of applictation
18 weeks prior to congress
Latest date for completion of full application
14 weeks prior
Review process starts
13 weeks prior
Decision received
4 weeks prior
The EACCME®awards ECMECs on the following basis:
1 hour = 1 ECMEC / Half a day = 3 ECMEC maximum / Full day = 6 ECMED maximum
The fee for an application to the EACCME®for the accreditation of LEEs is determined in accordance with
the expected total attendance of Learners and is not dependent on the number of ECMECs awarded.
EACCME®scale of fees is:
From zero to 250 participants: 350 Euros
From 251 to 500 participants: 650 Euros
From 501 to 1000 participants: 950 Euros
From 1001 to 2000 participants: 1250 Euro
EACCME: Disclosure of conflict of interest
All declarations of potential or actual conflicts of interest by members of the Scientific Committee and of
the Organising Committee, whether due to a financial or other relationship, must be provided to the
EACCME®upon submission of the application. Declarations also must be made readily available, either in
printed form, with the programme, or on the website of the organiser of the LEE. Declarations must
include whether any fee, honorarium or arrangement for reimbursement of expenses in relation to the
Congress has been provided. Where there has been an actual conflict of interest involving a member of
the Scientific and/or Organising Committee, the EACCME®must be informed of how this has been
resolved. The EACCME®considers it a responsibility of the head of the Scientific and/or Organising
Committee to ensure that actual conflicts of interest are addressed.
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Declarations of potential conflict of interest of the Faculty and Speakers must be made publicly available,
either in printed form, with the programme, or, in electronic form, on the website. The
EACCME®considers it a responsibility of the head of the Scientific and/or Organising Committee to
ensure that actual conflicts of interest are resolved. These declarations must be retained for at least one
year after the event for potential review by the EACCME®.

INDUSTRY
Compliance rules to consider
The European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations (EFPIA) is the voice on the EU
scene of 1,900 companies which sets ethical standards for its members. For this purpose EFPIA has
adopted a "Code on the Promotion of Prescription-only Medicines to, and Interactions with, Healthcare
Professionals" (EFPIA HCP Code) that, among other things, sets standards for member companies'
presence at scientific congresses; hospitality at such events; and conditions for companies to sponsor the
attendance of healthcare professionals.
For this reason EFPIA launched its e4ethics website - www.efpia-e4ethics.eu e4ethics stands for
Educational Events & Ethical Evaluation. The website displays an Events Database for multinational
events taking place in Europe, including pre-assessment reports addressing: (i) the scientific programme
schedule / structure; (ii) location / venue; (iii) hospitality provided (directly or indirectly) to HC Ps; (iv) other
activities; (v) accompanying persons. Companies should avoid using venues that are “renowned” for their
entertainment facilities or are “extravagant”. Hospitality shall not include sponsoring or organising
entertainment (e.g., sporting or leisure) events. Member Companies shall not provide or offer any meal
(food and beverages) to healthcare professionals, unless, in each case, the value of such meal (food and
beverages) does not exceed the monetary threshold set by the relevant Member Association in its
national code. Hospitality extended in connection with events shall be limited to travel, meals,
accommodation and genuine registration fees.
Company workshops and joint sessions
Specialty societies may organize joint sessions (e.g. EWAS, ERAS, ESMS, etc) when requested as a part
of the FESSH program approved by Scientific Committee. Company workshops are welcome in the lunch
breaks. Company supported sessions with single sponsors (IBRA, AO, BIRG, etc) could be added to the
program as a pre- or post congress event, or alternatively can be considered as an ”extended lunch break
event”. These sessions should not be parallel to FESSH scientific sessions. The relative issues have to
be dicussed with the congress committee each time.
Advertisements in Final Program
All educational material must be free of any form of advertising and any form of bias. The EACCME® will
accept a single page acknowledgement, in the scientific programme, where all sponsors are recognised
for their support of the LEE and programmes that include the names of satellite symposia only if they are
clearly identified as industry sponsored. All advertising components (including the listing of exhibitors)
must be clearly separated and distinguished from the scientific/educational components of the
programme and identified as such. Within the scientific programme and overview, sponsored symposia
must be identified as such, but the names of the sponsors must not bementioned, neither the details such
as title, speakers, etc. You therefore indicate them with a formula such as “industry-sponsored
symposium”;
Sponsors’ names and logos may not appear on the front cover of the programme. Commercial adverts
may not be printed inside the first section (scientific/educational information section) of the programme
book and on the second (inside front cover) page of the programme/event book. Adverts may be printed
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on the inside and outside back cover pages, however. The same principle applies for websites, whereby
industry names/logos may not appear alongside scientific/educational information.

ROLES OF THE OFFICERS
Organization Structure

Congress
Committee

Core PCO
Asszisztencia

National
Society

Organizing Committee
Congress President
SCIENTIFIC COMM
Chair by NatSoc
Members by NatSoc +
CongComm

FINANCE COMM
Chair - ASSZISZT
Auditors - CongComm,
Locall

SPONSOR COMM
Chair - CongComm
Members: NatSoc,
ASSZISZT

LOCAL ARR ANGE COMM
Chair: NatSoc
Members: DMC,
ASSZISZT

Congress Committee
Congress Committee is a permanent organ of the FESSH Council, representing the interest of FESSH in
the whole organization process. Its main tasks are to
• invite, collect, evaluate and present bids for FESSH ExCom
• appoint members to Scientific Committee, Exhibition Committee and Local Arrangements
• appoint chair for Exhibit and Sponsor Committee
• support and control the activity of the Organizing Committee
The Congress Committee will hold meetings as necessary to ensure that satisfactory progress is being
made and will report regularly to the FESSH Executive Committee.
National Society
National Societies being members in FESSH have the right to bid for hosting the annual FESSH
Congress. Representatives of the successful national society will be part of the Organizing Committee
The host National Committee will
• appoint Congress President,
• propose Scientific Committee Chair and Members
• propose main topics and instructional course topics
• appoint Local Arrangements Chair
• appoint members to other committees.
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Congress President
The Congress President will underlay the control of Asszisztencia, the FESSH Congress Committee and
the Host Society. He will compose the scientific committee, the financial committee, the sponsorship
committee and the local arrangements committee. By doing so the local host society and the congress
president will have an important role in the future congress.

DELEGATES ASSEMBLY
Delegates Assembly is the main annual business meeting of FESSH held usually during the annual
congresses. This is the main forum to inform members and all other interested about the activities and
achievements of the Federation. Preferred on Thursday afternoon 16:30, in a slot of 90-120 minutes,
without parallel sessions. Only in very delicate questions a separate extraordinary DA shall be called.
How to make it attractive to the members
Besides delegates with voting rights, secretary generals and presidents of the member societies shall be
invited to participate in the assembly. DA is open to any individual member of a national society. The list
of the participants will be published afterwards. After the DA an apperitivo will be offered outside,
preferably on the industrial exhibition floor.

SOCIAL PROGRAM
Day

Event

Wednesday

Welcome
Reception

Thursday

Friday

Description

Capacity

Usually held at the congress venue, all delegates
are welcome

1200

Presidential Dinner

Member society presidents, general secretaries,
delegates, Council members and special congress
guests are invited. Usually held at a venue of local
or special interest. Partners are welcome for a fee.

100

FESSH PARTY

Usually held at a venue of local or special interest.
More party like event with low costs for participants
shall call broad participation and make it available
for young surgeons

500

Opening Ceremony and Welcome Reception
This event is included in registration fee, usually includes entertainment, provided by using local support
(mayor, city hall, etc.). Wednesday evening, including the industry also.
Presidential Dinner
Thursday evening, after 20:00.
The aim is to bring together the officers of FESSH (Presidents, secretary generals, delegates and council
members) and key persons of the actual congress. Limitation: 100 pax for free, settle the price between
80-100 EUR, should have a certain felexibility being linked to McDonalds index. More participants may be
considered based on budget possibilities and decided by the Financial Committee.
FESSH PARTY (former Banquet Dinner)
To provide time and place for social activity, make it attractive for the young people to come, with
interacting, dancing and music, defenitely not a seated dinner event, for not an expensive fee.

